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All 7s Starting R- 

RABASKA AAABKRS large canoe [n -S] 

RABATOS AABORST RABATO, wide, lace-edged collar [n] 

RABBETS ABBERST RABBET, to cut groove in [v] 

RABBIES ABBEIRS RABBI, Jewish spiritual leader [n] 

RABBINS ABBINRS RABBIN, rabbi (Jewish spiritual leader) [n] 

RABBITS ABBIRST RABBIT, to hunt rabbits (rodent-like mammals) [v] 

RABBITY ABBIRTY resembling rabbit [adj] 

RABBLED ABBDELR RABBLE, to mob (to crowd about) [v] 

RABBLER ABBELRR iron bar used in puddling [n -S] 

RABBLES ABBELRS RABBLE, to mob (to crowd about) [v] 

RABBONI ABBINOR master; teacher -- used as Jewish title of respect [n -S] 

RABIDLY ABDILRY RABID, affected with rabies [adv] 

RACCOON ACCNOOR carnivorous mammal [n -S] 

RACEMED ACDEEMR RACEME, mode of arrangement of flowers along axis [adj] 

RACEMES ACEEMRS RACEME, mode of arrangement of flowers along axis [n] 

RACEMIC ACCEIMR pertaining to racemate (chemical salt) [adj] 

RACEWAY AACERWY channel for conducting water [n -S] 

RACHETS ACEHRST RACHET, ratchet (to increase or decrease by small amounts) [v] 

RACHIAL AACHILR RACHIS, spinal column [adj] 

RACIEST ACEIRST RACY, bordering on impropriety or indecency [adj] 

RACINGS ACGINRS RACING, sport of engaging in contests of speed [n] 

RACINOS ACINORS RACINO, racetrack at which slot machines are available [n] 

RACISMS ACIMRSS RACISM, doctrine of racial superiority [n] 

RACISTS ACIRSST RACIST, advocate of racism [n] 

RACKERS ACEKRRS RACKER, one that racks (to place in type of framework) [n] 

RACKETS ACEKRST RACKET, to make loud noise [v] 

RACKETY ACEKRTY noisy (making loud sounds) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

RACKFUL ACFKLRU as much as rack can hold [n -S] 

RACKING ACGIKNR RACK, to place in type of framework [v] 

RACOONS ACNOORS RACOON, raccoon (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

RACQUET ACEQRTU lightweight implement used in various ball games [n -S] 

RADDEST ADDERST RAD, very appealing or good [adj] 

RADDING ADDGINR RAD, to fear (to be afraid of) [v] 

RADDLED ADDDELR RADDLE, to weave together [v] 

RADDLES ADDELRS RADDLE, to weave together [v] 

RADIALE AADEILR bone of carpus [n -LIA] 

RADIALS AADILRS RADIAL, part diverging from center [n] 

RADIANS AADINRS RADIAN, unit of angular measure [n] 

RADIANT AADINRT point from which rays are emitted [n -S] 

RADIATE AADEIRT to emit rays [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RADICAL AACDILR group of atoms that acts as unit in chemical compounds [n -S] 

RADICEL ACDEILR rootlet (small root) [n -S] 

RADICES ACDEIRS RADIX, root of plant [n] 

RADICLE ACDEILR part of plant embryo [n -S] 

RADIOED ADDEIOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 
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RADIOES ADEIORS RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIUMS ADIMRSU RADIUM, radioactive element [n] 

RADIXES ADEIRSX RADIX, root of plant [n] 

RADOMES ADEMORS RADOME, domelike device used to shelter radar antenna [n] 

RADULAE AADELRU RADULA, tonguelike organ of mollusks [n] 

RADULAR AADLRRU RADULA, tonguelike organ of mollusks [adj] 

RADULAS AADLRSU RADULA, tonguelike organ of mollusks [n] 

RAFFIAS AAFFIRS RAFFIA, palm tree [n] 

RAFFISH AFFHIRS tawdry (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

RAFFLED ADEFFLR RAFFLE, to dispose of by form of lottery [v] 

RAFFLER AEFFLRR one that raffles (to dispose of by form of lottery) [n -S] 

RAFFLES AEFFLRS RAFFLE, to dispose of by form of lottery [v] 

RAFTERS AEFRRST RAFTER, supporting beam [n] 

RAFTING AFGINRT RAFT, to transport on raft (type of buoyant structure) [v] / sport of traveling down river on raft [n -S]  

RAGBAGS AABGGRS RAGBAG, bag for storing scraps of cloth [n] 

RAGDOLL ADGLLOR breed of cat [n -S]  

RAGEFUL AEFGLRU full of violent anger [adj] 

RAGGEDY ADEGGRY somewhat ragged [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

RAGGEES AEEGGRS RAGGEE, ragi (East Indian cereal grass) [n] 

RAGGIES AEGGIRS RAGGY, ragi (East Indian cereal grass) [n] 

RAGGING AGGGINR RAG, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] / technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n -S] 

RAGGLES AEGGLRS RAGGLE, groove cut in masonry [n] 

RAGLANS AAGLNRS RAGLAN, type of overcoat (warm coat worn over indoor clothing) [n] 

RAGOUTS AGORSTU RAGOUT, to make into highly seasoned stew [v] 

RAGTAGS AAGGRST RAGTAG, riffraff (disreputable element of society) [n] 

RAGTAIL AAGILRT ragged, shabby [adj] 

RAGTIME AEGIMRT style of American dance music [n -S] 

RAGTOPS AGOPRST RAGTOP, convertible automobile [n] 

RAGWEED ADEEGRW weedy herb [n -S] 

RAGWORM AGMORRW aquatic worm [n -S] 

RAGWORT AGORRTW flowering plant [n -S] 

RAIDERS ADEIRRS RAIDER, one that raids (to make sudden assault on) [n] 

RAIDING ADGIINR RAID, to make sudden assault on [v] 

RAILBED ABDEILR layer of stone or gravel on which railroad is laid [n -S] 

RAILBUS ABILRSU passenger car equipped for operation on rails [n -ES, -SSES] 

RAILCAR AACILRR railroad car [n -S] 

RAILERS AEILRRS RAILER, one that rails (to scold in abusive or insolent language) [n] 

RAILING AGIILNR fence-like barrier [n -S] / RAIL, to scold in abusive or insolent language [v] 

RAILMAN AAILMNR railroad employee [n -MEN] 

RAILMEN AEILMNR RAILMAN, railroad employee [n] 

RAILWAY AAILRWY railroad [n -S] 

RAIMENT AEIMNRT clothing (wearing apparel) [n -S] 

RAINBOW ABINORW arc of spectral colors formed in sky [n -S] 

RAINIER AEIINRR RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINILY AIILNRY in rainy (marked by rain) manner [adv] 

RAINING AGIINNR RAIN, to fall like rain (drops of water condensed from clouds) [v] 
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RAINOUT AINORTU atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n -S] 

RAISERS AEIRRSS RAISER, one that raises (to move to higher position) [n] 

RAISING AGIINRS elevation [n -S] / RAISE, to move to higher position [v] 

RAISINS AIINRSS RAISIN, dried grape [n] 

RAISINY AIINRSY RAISIN, dried grape [adj] 

RAKEOFF AEFFKOR share of profits [n -S] 

RALLIED ADEILLR RALLY, to call together for common purpose [v] 

RALLIER AEILLRR one that rallies (to call together for common purpose) [n -S] 

RALLIES AEILLRS RALLY, to call together for common purpose [v] 

RALLINE AEILLNR pertaining to family of marsh birds [adj] 

RALLYES AELLRSY RALLYE, type of automobile race [n] 

RALPHED ADEHLPR RALPH, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

RAMADAS AAADMRS RAMADA, roofed, open-sided shelter [n] 

RAMBLAS AABLMRS RAMBLA, dry ravine [n] 

RAMBLED ABDELMR RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

RAMBLER ABELMRR one that rambles (to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n -S] 

RAMBLES ABELMRS RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

RAMEKIN AEIKMNR cheese dish [n -S] 

RAMENTA AAEMNRT RAMENTUM, scale formed on surface of leaves [n] 

RAMILIE AEIILMR ramillie (type of wig) [n -S] 

RAMJETS AEJMRST RAMJET, type of engine [n] 

RAMMERS AEMMRRS RAMMER, one that rams (to strike with great force) [n] 

RAMMIER AEIMMRR RAMMY, rammish (resembling ram (male sheep)) [adj] 

RAMMING AGIMMNR RAM, to strike with great force [v] 

RAMMISH AHIMMRS resembling ram (male sheep) [adj] 

RAMONAS AAMNORS RAMONA, plant of mint family [n] 

RAMPAGE AAEGMPR to move about wildly or violently [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RAMPANT AAMNPRT unrestrained (not restrained (to hold back from action)) [adj] 

RAMPART AAMPRRT to furnish with fortifying embankment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RAMPIKE AEIKMPR standing dead tree [n -S] 

RAMPING AGIMNPR RAMP, to rise or stand on hind legs [v] 

RAMPION AIMNOPR European plant [n -S] 

RAMPOLE AELMOPR rampike (standing dead tree) [n -S] 

RAMRODS ADMORRS RAMROD, to supervise [v] 

RAMSONS AMNORSS RAMSON, broad-leaved garlic [n] 

RAMTILS AILMRST RAMTIL, tropical plant [n] 

RANCHED ACDEHNR RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHER ACEHNRR one that owns or works on ranch [n -S] 

RANCHES ACEHNRS RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHOS ACHNORS RANCHO, ranch [n] 

RANCORS ACNORRS RANCOR, bitter and vindictive enmity [n] 

RANCOUR ACNORRU rancor (bitter and vindictive enmity) [n -S] 

RANDANS AADNNRS RANDAN, boat rowed by three persons [n] 

RANDIER ADEINRR RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RANDIES ADEINRS RANDY, rude person [n] 

RANDOMS ADMNORS RANDOM, haphazard course [n] 
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RANGERS AEGNRRS RANGER, officer supervising care of forest [n] 

RANGIER AEGINRR RANGY, tall and slender [adj] 

RANGING AGGINNR RANGE, to place in particular order [v] 

RANKERS AEKNRRS RANKER, enlisted soldier [n] 

RANKEST AEKNRST RANK, strong and disagreeable in odor or taste [adj] 

RANKING AGIKNNR listing of ranked individuals [n -S] / RANK, to determine relative position of [v] 

RANKISH AHIKNRS somewhat rank [adj] 

RANKLED ADEKLNR RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RANKLES AEKLNRS RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RANPIKE AEIKNPR rampike (standing dead tree) [n -S] 

RANSACK AACKNRS to search thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RANSOMS AMNORSS RANSOM, to obtain release of by paying demanded price [v] 

RANTERS AENRRST RANTER, one that rants (to speak in loud or vehement manner) [n] 

RANTING AGINNRT RANT, to speak in loud or vehement manner [v] 

RANULAR AALNRRU RANULA, cyst formed under tongue [adj] 

RANULAS AALNRSU RANULA, cyst formed under tongue [n] 

RAPHIAS AAHIPRS RAPHIA, raffia (palm tree) [n] 

RAPHIDE ADEHIPR needle-shaped crystal occurring in plant cells [n -S] 

RAPIDER ADEIPRR RAPID, fast-moving [adj] 

RAPIDLY ADILPRY RAPID, fast-moving [adv] 

RAPIERS AEIPRRS RAPIER, long, slender sword [n] 

RAPINES AEINPRS RAPINE, taking of property by force [n] 

RAPISTS AIPRSST RAPIST, one who rapes [n] 

RAPPEES AEEPPRS RAPPEE, strong snuff [n] 

RAPPELS AELPPRS RAPPEL, to descend from steep height by means of rope [v] 

RAPPERS AEPPRRS RAPPER, one that raps (to strike sharply) [n] 

RAPPING AGINPPR RAP, to strike sharply [v] 

RAPPINI AIINPPR immature turnip plants [n RAPPINI] 

RAPPORT AOPPRRT harmonious relationship [n -S] 

RAPTORS AOPRRST RAPTOR, bird of prey [n] 

RAPTURE AEPRRTU to fill with great joy [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RAREBIT ABEIRRT cheese dish [n -S] 

RASBORA AABORRS tropical fish [n -S] 

RASCALS AACLRSS RASCAL, unscrupulous or dishonest person [n] 

RASHERS AEHRRSS RASHER, thin slice of meat [n] 

RASHEST AEHRSST RASH, acting without due caution or forethought [adj] 

RASPERS AEPRRSS RASPER, one that rasps (to rub with something rough) [n] 

RASPIER AEIPRRS RASPY, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

RASPING AGINPRS RASP, to rub with something rough [v] / tiny piece of wood removed with coarse file [n -S] 

RASPISH AHIPRSS irritable [adj] 

RASSLED ADELRSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RASSLER AELRRSS wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

RASSLES AELRSSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RASTERS AERRSST RASTER, area reproducing images on picture tube of television set [n] 

RASURES AERRSSU RASURE, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

RATABLE AABELRT capable of being rated [adj] 
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RATABLY AABLRTY RATABLE, capable of being rated [adv] 

RATAFEE AAEEFRT ratafia (almond-flavored liqueur) [n -S] 

RATAFIA AAAFIRT almond-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S] 

RATBAGS AABGRST RATBAG, eccentric or disagreeable person [n] 

RATCHES ACEHRST RATCH, mechanism that allows motion in one direction only [n] 

RATCHET ACEHRTT to increase or decrease by small amounts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RATFINK AFIKNRT contemptible person [n -S] 

RATFISH AFHIRST marine fish [n -ES] 

RATHOLE AEHLORT hole made by rat [n -S] 

RATINES AEINRST RATINE, heavy fabric woven loosely [n] 

RATINGS AGINRST RATING, relative estimate or evaluation [n] 

RATIONS AINORST RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

RATITES AEIRSTT RATITE, flightless bird [n] 

RATLIKE AEIKLRT resembling rat [adj] 

RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

RATLINS AILNRST RATLIN, ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n] 

RATOONS ANOORST RATOON, to sprout from root planted previous year [v] 

RATTAIL AAILRTT marine fish [n -S] 

RATTANS AANRSTT RATTAN, palm tree [n] 

RATTEEN AEENRTT coarse woolen fabric [n -S] 

RATTENS AENRSTT RATTEN, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

RATTERS AERRSTT RATTER, animal used for catching rats [n] 

RATTIER AEIRRTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

RATTILY AILRTTY in manner suggestive of rats [adv] 

RATTING AGINRTT RAT, to hunt rats (long-tailed rodents) [v] 

RATTISH AHIRSTT ratlike (resembling rat) [adj] 

RATTLED ADELRTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

RATTLER AELRRTT one that rattles (to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds) [n -S] 

RATTLES AELRSTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

RATTONS ANORSTT RATTON, rat [n] 

RATTOON ANOORTT to ratoon (to sprout from root planted previous year) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RATTRAP AAPRRTT trap for catching rats [n -S] 

RAUCITY ACIRTUY state of being raucous (loud and unruly) [n -TIES] 

RAUCOUS ACORSUU loud and unruly [adj] 

RAUNCHY ACHNRUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

RAVAGED AADEGRV RAVAGE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

RAVAGER AAEGRRV one that ravages (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n -S] 

RAVAGES AAEGRSV RAVAGE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

RAVELED ADEELRV RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

RAVELER AEELRRV one that ravels (to separate threads of) [n -S] 

RAVELIN AEILNRV type of fortification (act of fortifying (to strengthen against attack)) [n -S] 

RAVELLY AELLRVY tangled [adj] 

RAVENED ADEENRV RAVEN, to eat in ravenous manner [v] 

RAVENER AEENRRV one that ravens (to eat in ravenous manner) [n -S] / RAVEN, glossy black [adj] 

RAVIEST AEIRSTV RAVEY, characteristic of rave (all-night dance party with fast electronic music) [adj] 
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RAVINED ADEINRV RAVIN, to raven (to eat in ravenous manner) [v] 

RAVINES AEINRSV RAVINE, narrow, steep-sided valley [n] 

RAVINGS AGINRSV RAVING, irrational, incoherent speech [n] 

RAVIOLI AIILORV Italian pasta dish [n -S] 

RAWHIDE ADEHIRW to beat with type of whip [v -D, -DING, -S] 

RAWNESS AENRSSW state of being raw (uncooked (not cooked (cook))) [n -ES] 

RAYLESS AELRSSY having no rays (narrow beam of light) [adj] 

RAYLIKE AEIKLRY resembling narrow beam of light [adj] 

RAZORED ADEORRZ RAZOR, to shave or cut with sharp-edged instrument [v] 

RAZZIAS AAIRSZZ RAZZIA, hostile raid by Moors [n] 

RAZZING AGINRZZ RAZZ, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

RAZZLES AELRSZZ RAZZLE, flamboyant colorful display [n] 

REACHED ACDEEHR REACH, to stretch out or put forth [v] 

REACHER ACEEHRR one that reaches (to stretch out or put forth) [n -S] 

REACHES ACEEHRS REACH, to stretch out or put forth [v] 

REACTED ACDEERT REACT, to respond to stimulus [v] 

REACTOR ACEORRT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

READAPT AADEPRT to adapt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READDED ADDDEER READD, to add again [v] 

READERS ADEERRS READER, one that reads (to look at so as to in meaning of, as something written or printed) [n] 

READIED ADDEEIR READY, to make ready [v] 

READIER ADEEIRR READY, prepared [adj] 

READIES ADEEIRS READY, to make ready [v] 

READILY ADEILRY in ready (prepared) manner [adv] 

READING ADEGINR material that is read [n -S] / READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [v] 

READMIT ADEIMRT to admit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

READOPT ADEOPRT to adopt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READORN ADENORR to adorn again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READOUT ADEORTU presentation of computer data [n -S] 

REAFFIX AEFFIRX to affix again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REAGENT AEEGNRT substance used in chemical reaction to ascertain nature or composition of another [n -S] 

REAGINS AEGINRS REAGIN, type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [n] 

REALEST AEELRST REAL, having actual existence [adj] 

REALGAR AAEGLRR mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

REALIGN AEGILNR to align again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALISE AEEILRS to realize (to understand completely) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REALISM AEILMRS concern with fact or reality [n -S] 

REALIST AEILRST one who is concerned with fact or reality [n -S] 

REALITY AEILRTY something that is real [n -TIES] 

REALIZE AEEILRZ to understand completely [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

REALLOT AELLORT to allot again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

REALTER AEELRRT to alter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALTOR AELORRT trademark [n -S] 

REAMERS AEEMRRS REAMER, tool used to enlarge holes [n] 

REAMING AEGIMNR REAM, to enlarge with reamer [v] 

REANNEX AEENNRX to annex again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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REAPERS AEEPRRS REAPER, one that reaps (to cut for harvest) [n] 

REAPING AEGINPR REAP, to cut for harvest [v] 

REAPPLY AELPPRY to apply again [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

REARERS AEERRRS REARER, one that rears (to lift upright) [n] 

REARGUE AEEGRRU to argue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REARING AEGINRR act of animal standing on its rear limbs [n -S] / REAR, to lift upright [v] 

REARMED ADEEMRR REARM, to arm again [v] 

REASONS AENORSS REASON, to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts [v] 

REAVAIL AAEILRV to avail again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAVERS AEERRSV REAVER, one that reaves (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

REAVING AEGINRV REAVE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

REAVOWS AEORSVW REAVOW, to avow again [v] 

REAWAKE AAEEKRW to awake again [v -D, -WOKE, -WOKEN, -KING, -S] 

REAWOKE AEEKORW REAWAKE, to awake again [v] 

REBAITS ABEIRST REBAIT, to bait again [v] 

REBASED ABDEERS REBASE, to set new foundation for something [v] 

REBASES ABEERSS REBASE, to set new foundation for something [v] 

REBATED ABDEERT REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBATER ABEERRT one that rebates (to deduct or return from payment or bill) [n -S] 

REBATES ABEERST REBATE, to deduct or return from payment or bill [v] 

REBATOS ABEORST REBATO, rabato (wide, lace-edged collar) [n] 

REBECKS BCEEKRS REBECK, rebec (ancient stringed instrument) [n] 

REBEGAN ABEEGNR REBEGIN, to begin again [v] 

REBEGIN BEEGINR to begin again [v -GAN, -GUN, -NNING, -S] 

REBEGUN BEEGNRU REBEGIN, to begin again [v] 

REBILLS BEILLRS REBILL, to bill again [v] 

REBINDS BDEINRS REBIND, to bind again [v] 

REBIRTH BEHIRRT new or second birth [n -S] 

REBLEND BDEELNR to blend again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

REBLENT BEELNRT REBLEND, to blend again [v] 

REBLOOM BELMOOR to bloom again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBOANT ABENORT resounding loudly [adj] 

REBOARD ABDEORR to board again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBOILS BEILORS REBOIL, to boil again [v] 

REBOOKS BEKOORS REBOOK, to book again [v] 

REBOOTS BEOORST REBOOT, to boot again [v] 

REBORED BDEEORR REBORE, to bore again [v] 

REBORES BEEORRS REBORE, to bore again [v] 

REBOUND BDENORU REBIND, to bind again [v] / to spring back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBOZOS BEOORSZ REBOZO, long scarf [n] 

REBRAND ABDENRR to change corporate image of company [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBREED BDEEERR to breed again [v REBRED, -ING, -S] 

REBUFFS BEFFRSU REBUFF, to reject or refuse curtly [v] 

REBUILD BDEILRU to build again [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

REBUILT BEILRTU REBUILD, to build again [v] 

REBUKED BDEEKRU REBUKE, to criticize sharply [v] 
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REBUKER BEEKRRU one that rebukes (to criticize sharply) [n -S] 

REBUKES BEEKRSU REBUKE, to criticize sharply [v] 

REBUSES BEERSSU REBUS, type of puzzle [n] 

RECALLS ACELLRS RECALL, to call back [v] 

RECANED ACDEENR RECANE, to cane again [v] 

RECANES ACEENRS RECANE, to cane again [v] 

RECANTS ACENRST RECANT, to make formal retraction or disavowal of [v] 

RECARRY ACERRRY to carry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES] 

RECASTS ACERSST RECAST, to cast again [v] 

RECEDED CDDEEER RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEDES CDEEERS RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEIPT CEEIPRT to mark as having been paid [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RECENCY CCEENRY state of being recent (of or pertaining to time not long past) [n -CIES] 

RECEPTS CEEPRST RECEPT, type of mental image [n] 

RECHART ACEHRRT to chart again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECHEAT ACEEHRT hunting call [n -S] 

RECHECK CCEEHKR to check again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECHEWS CEEHRSW RECHEW, to chew again [v] 

RECHOSE CEEHORS RECHOOSE, to choose again [v] 

RECIPES CEEIPRS RECIPE, set of instructions for making something [n] 

RECITAL ACEILRT detailed account [n -S] 

RECITED CDEEIRT RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

RECITER CEEIRRT one that recites (to declaim or say from memory) [n -S] 

RECITES CEEIRST RECITE, to declaim or say from memory [v] 

RECKING CEGIKNR RECK, to be concerned about [v] 

RECKONS CEKNORS RECKON, to count or compute [v] 

RECLADS ACDELRS RECLAD, RECLOTHE, to clothe again [v] 

RECLAIM ACEILMR to make suitable for cultivation or habitation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLAME ACEELMR publicity [n -S] 

RECLASP ACELPRS to clasp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLEAN ACEELNR to clean again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLINE CEEILNR to lean or lie back [v -D, -NING, -S] 

RECLUSE CEELRSU one who lives in solitude and seclusion [n -S] 

RECOALS ACELORS RECOAL, to coal again [v] 

RECOATS ACEORST RECOAT, to coat again [v] 

RECOCKS CCEKORS RECOCK, to cock again [v] 

RECODED CDDEEOR RECODE, to code again [v] 

RECODES CDEEORS RECODE, to code again [v] 

RECOILS CEILORS RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v] 

RECOINS CEINORS RECOIN, to coin again [v] 

RECOLOR CELOORR to color again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOMBS BCEMORS RECOMB, to comb again [v] 

RECOOKS CEKOORS RECOOK, to cook again [v] 

RECORDS CDEORRS RECORD, to set down for preservation [v] 

RECORKS CEKORRS RECORK, to cork again [v] 
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RECOUNT CENORTU to relate in detail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOUPE CEEOPRU divided twice [adj] 

RECOUPS CEOPRSU RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v] 

RECOVER CEEORRV to obtain again after losing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECRATE ACEERRT to crate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RECROSS CEORRSS to cross again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RECROWN CENORRW to crown again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECRUIT CEIRRTU to engage for military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECTIFY CEFIRTY to correct (to make free from error) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

RECTORS CEORRST RECTOR, clergyman in charge of parish [n] 

RECTORY CEORRTY rector's (clergyman in charge of parish) dwelling [n -RIES] 

RECTRIX CEIRRTX feather of bird's tail [n -ICES] 

RECTUMS CEMRSTU RECTUM, terminal portion of large intestine [n] 

RECURVE CEERRUV to curve backward or downward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RECUSAL ACELRSU act of recusing (to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case) [n -S] 

RECUSED CDEERSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 

RECUSES CEERSSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 

RECYCLE CCEELRY to process in order to extract useful materials [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REDACTS ACDERST REDACT, to prepare for publication [v] 

REDATED ADDEERT REDATE, to date again [v] 

REDATES ADEERST REDATE, to date again [v] 

REDBAIT ABDEIRT to denounce as Communist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDBAYS ABDERSY REDBAY, small tree [n] 

REDBIRD BDDEIRR bird with red plumage [n -S] 

REDBONE BDEENOR hunting dog [n -S] 

REDBUDS BDDERSU REDBUD, small tree [n] 

REDBUGS BDEGRSU REDBUG, chigger (parasitic mite) [n] 

REDCAPS ACDEPRS REDCAP, porter [n] 

REDCOAT ACDEORT British soldier during American Revolution [n -S] 

REDDENS DDEENRS REDDEN, to make or become red [v] 

REDDERS DDEERRS REDDER, one that redds (to put in order) [n] 

REDDEST DDEERST RED, of color of blood [adj] 

REDDIER DDEEIRR REDDY, reddish (somewhat red) [adj] 

REDDING DDEGINR RED, to redd (to put in order) [v] / REDD [v] 

REDDISH DDEHIRS somewhat red [adj] 

REDDLED DDDEELR REDDLE, to ruddle (to color with red dye) [v] 

REDDLES DDEELRS REDDLE, to ruddle (to color with red dye) [v] 

REDEARS ADEERRS REDEAR, common sunfish [n] 

REDEEMS DEEEMRS REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

REDEYES DEEERSY REDEYE, railroad danger signal [n] 

REDFINS DEFINRS REDFIN, freshwater fish [n] 

REDFISH DEFHIRS edible rockfish [n -ES] 

REDHEAD ADDEEHR person with red hair [n -S] 

REDIALS ADEILRS REDIAL, to dial (to manipulate calibrated disk) again [v] 

REDLEGS DEEGLRS REDLEG, bird with red legs [n] 

REDLINE DEEILNR to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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REDNESS DEENRSS state of being red (of color of blood) [n -ES] 

REDOCKS CDEKORS REDOCK, to dock again [v] 

REDOING DEGINOR REDO, to do again [v] 

REDOUBT BDEORTU enclosed fortification [n -S] 

REDOUND DDENORU to have effect [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDOUTS DEORSTU REDOUT, condition in which blood is driven to head [n] 

REDOWAS ADEORSW REDOWA, lively dance [n] 

REDOXES DEEORSX REDOX, type of chemical reaction [n] 

REDPOLL DELLOPR small finch [n -S] 

REDRAFT ADEFRRT to make revised copy of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDRAWN ADENRRW REDRAW, to draw again [v] 

REDRAWS ADERRSW REDRAW, to draw again [v] 

REDREAM ADEEMRR to dream again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

REDRESS DEERRSS to set right [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REDRIED DDEEIRR REDRY, to dry again [v] 

REDRIES DEEIRRS REDRY, to dry again [v] 

REDRILL DEILLRR to drill again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDRIVE DEEIRRV to drive again [v –N, -ROVE, -VING, -S] 

REDROOT DEOORRT perennial herb [n -S] 

REDROVE DEEORRV REDRIVE, to drive again [v] 

REDSKIN DEIKNRS variety of peanut [n -S] 

REDTAIL ADEILRT type of hawk [n -S] 

REDTOPS DEOPRST REDTOP, type of grass [n] 

REDUCED CDDEERU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDUCER CDEERRU one that reduces (to diminish (to lessen)) [n -S] 

REDUCES CDEERSU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDWARE ADEERRW edible seaweed [n -S] 

REDWING DEGINRW European thrush [n -S] 

REDWOOD DDEOORW very tall evergreen tree [n -S] 

REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REEBOKS BEEKORS REEBOK, rhebok (large antelope) [n] 

REEDIER DEEEIRR REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REEDIFY DEEFIRY to rebuild (to build again) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REEDILY DEEILRY with thin, piping sound [adv] 

REEDING DEEGINR convex molding [n -S] / REED, to fasten with reeds (stalks of tall grasses) [v] 

REEDITS DEEIRST REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

REEDMAN ADEEMNR one who plays reed instrument [n -MEN] 

REEDMEN DEEEMNR REEDMAN, one who plays reed instrument [n] 

REEFERS EEEFRRS REEFER, one that reefs (to reduce area of sail) [n] 

REEFIER EEEFIRR REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REEFING EEFGINR REEF, to reduce area of sail [v] 

REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEKERS EEEKRRS REEKER, one that reeks (to give off strong, unpleasant odor) [n] 

REEKIER EEEIKRR REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REEKING EEGIKNR REEK, to give off strong, unpleasant odor [v] 

REELECT CEEELRT to elect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n] 

REELING EEGILNR REEL, to wind on type of rotary device [v] / sustained noise [n -S] 

REEMITS EEIMRST REEMIT, to emit again [v] 

REENACT ACEENRT to enact again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENDOW DEENORW to endow again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENJOY EEJNORY to enjoy again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENTRY EENRRTY new or second entry [n -RIES] 

REEQUIP EEIPQRU to equip again [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

REERECT CEEERRT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REESTED DEEERST REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

REEVING EEGINRV REEVE, to fasten by passing through or around something [v] 

REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REEXPEL EEELPRX to expel again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFACED ACDEEFR REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

REFACES ACEEFRS REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

REFALLS AEFLLRS REFALL, to fall again [v] 

REFECTS CEEFRST REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v] 

REFEEDS DEEEFRS REFEED, to feed again [v] 

REFEELS EEEFLRS REFEEL, to feel again [v] 

REFENCE CEEEFNR to fence again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REFEREE EEEEFRR to supervise play in certain sports [v -D, -ING, -S] 

REFFING EFFGINR REF, to referee (to supervise play in certain sports) [v] / work of referee [n -S] 

REFIGHT EFGHIRT to fight again [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

REFILED DEEFILR REFILE, to file again [v] 

REFILES EEFILRS REFILE, to file again [v] 

REFILLS EFILLRS REFILL, to fill again [v] 

REFILMS EFILMRS REFILM, to film again [v] 

REFINDS DEFINRS REFIND, to find again [v] 

REFINED DEEFINR REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REFINER EEFINRR one that refines (to free from impurities) [n -S] 

REFINES EEFINRS REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REFIRED DEEFIRR REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

REFIRES EEFIRRS REFIRE, to fire again [v] 

REFIXED DEEFIRX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

REFIXES EEFIRSX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

REFLAGS AEFGLRS REFLAG, to give new registered nationality to (ship) [v] 

REFLATE AEEFLRT to inflate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REFLECT CEEFLRT to turn or throw back from surface [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLETS EEFLRST REFLET, special brilliance of surface [n] 

REFLIES EEFILRS REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REFLOAT AEFLORT to float again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLOOD DEFLOOR to flood again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLOWN EFLNORW REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REFLOWS EFLORSW REFLOW, to flow again [v] 

REFOCUS CEFORSU to focus again [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 
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REFOLDS DEFLORS REFOLD, to fold again [v] 

REFORGE EEFGORR to forge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REFORMS EFMORRS REFORM, to change to better state [v] 

REFOUND DEFNORU REFIND, to find again [v] / to found again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRACT ACEFRRT to deflect in particular manner, as ray of light [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRAIN AEFINRR to keep oneself back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRAME AEEFMRR to frame again [v -D, -MING, -S] 

REFRESH EEFHRRS to restore well-being and vigor of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REFRIED DEEFIRR REFRY, to fry again [v] 

REFRIES EEFIRRS REFRY, to fry again [v] 

REFRONT EFNORRT to front again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFROZE EEFORRZ REFREEZE, to freeze again [v] 

REFUELS EEFLRSU REFUEL, to fuel again [v] 

REFUGED DEEFGRU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v] 

REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S] 

REFUGES EEFGRSU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v] 

REFUGIA AEFGIRU REFUGIUM, stable area during period of continental climactic change [n] 

REFUNDS DEFNRSU REFUND, to give back [v] 

REFUSAL AEFLRSU act of refusing (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [n -S] 

REFUSED DEEFRSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

REFUSER EEFRRSU one that refuses (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [n -S] 

REFUSES EEFRSSU REFUSE, to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with [v] 

REFUTAL AEFLRTU act of refuting (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S] 

REFUTED DEEFRTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v] 

REFUTER EEFRRTU one that refutes (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S] 

REFUTES EEFRSTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v] 

REGAINS AEGINRS REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REGALED ADEEGLR REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

REGALER AEEGLRR one that regales (to delight (to give great pleasure to)) [n -S] 

REGALES AEEGLRS REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

REGALIA AAEGILR rights and privileges of king [n REGALIA] 

REGALLY AEGLLRY in regal (of or befitting king) manner [adv] 

REGARDS ADEGRRS REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v] 

REGATTA AAEGRTT boat race [n -S] 

REGAUGE AEEGGRU to gauge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REGEARS AEEGRRS REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

REGENCY CEEGNRY office of regent (one who rules in place of sovereign) [n -CIES] 

REGENTS EEGNRST REGENT, one who rules in place of sovereign [n] 

REGGAES AEEGGRS REGGAE, form of popular Jamaican music [n] 

REGIFTS EFGIRST REGIFT, to give gift one has received to someone else [v] 

REGILDS DEGILRS REGILD, to gild again [v] 

REGIMEN EEGIMNR systematic plan [n -S] 

REGIMES EEGIMRS REGIME, system of government [n] 

REGINAE AEEGINR REGINA, queen [n] 

REGINAL AEGILNR REGINA, queen [adj] 

REGINAS AEGINRS REGINA, queen [n] 
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REGIONS EGINORS REGION, administrative area or division [n] 

REGIVEN EEGINRV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGIVES EEGIRSV REGIVE, to give again [v] 

REGLAZE AEEGLRZ to glaze again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

REGLETS EEGLRST REGLET, flat, narrow molding [n] 

REGLOSS EGLORSS to gloss again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REGLOWS EGLORSW REGLOW, to glow again [v] 

REGLUED DEEGLRU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REGLUES EEGLRSU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REGMATA AAEGMRT REGMA, type of fruit [n] 

REGNANT AEGNNRT reigning [adj] 

REGORGE EEGGORR to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REGOSOL EGLOORS type of soil [n -S] 

REGRADE ADEEGRR to grade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REGRAFT AEFGRRT to graft again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRANT AEGNRRT to grant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRATE AEEGRRT to buy up in order to sell for higher price in same area [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGREEN EEEGNRR to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGREET EEEGRRT to greet in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGRESS EEGRRSS to go back [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REGRETS EEGRRST REGRET, to look back upon with sorrow or remorse [v] 

REGRIND DEGINRR to grind again [v -ROUND, -ING, -S] 

REGROOM EGMOORR to groom again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGROUP EGOPRRU to group again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGROWN EGNORRW REGROW, to grow again [v] 

REGROWS EGORRSW REGROW, to grow again [v] 

REGULAR AEGLRRU habitual customer [n -S] 

REGULUS EGLRSUU mass that forms beneath slag in furnace [n -LI, -ES] 

REHANGS AEGHNRS REHANG, to hang again [v] 

REHEARD ADEEHRR REHEAR, to hear again [v] 

REHEARS AEEHRRS REHEAR, to hear again [v] 

REHEATS AEEHRST REHEAT, to heat again [v] 

REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, to heel again [v] 

REHINGE EEGHINR to hinge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REHIRED DEEHIRR REHIRE, to hire again [v] 

REHIRES EEHIRRS REHIRE, to hire again [v] 

REHOUSE EEHORSU to establish in new housing unit [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REIFIED DEEFIIR REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIFIER EEFIIRR one that reifies (to regard as real or concrete) [n -S] 

REIFIES EEFIIRS REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIGNED DEEGINR REIGN, to exercise sovereign power [v] 

REIMAGE AEEGIMR to image again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REINCUR CEINRRU to incur again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REINDEX DEEINRX to index again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REINING EGIINNR REIN, to restrain (to hold back from action) [v] 

REINKED DEEIKNR REINK, to ink again [v] 
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REINTER EEINRRT to inter again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REISHIS EHIIRSS REISHI, mushroom having shiny cap [n] 

REISSUE EEIRSSU to issue again [v -ED, -UING, -S] 

REITBOK BEIKORT reedbuck (African antelope) [n -S] 

REIVERS EEIRRSV REIVER, one that reives (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

REIVING EGIINRV act or instance of plundering [n -S] / REIVE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

REJECTS CEEJRST REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v] 

REJOICE CEEIJOR to feel joyful [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REJOINS EIJNORS REJOIN, to join again [v] 

REJUDGE DEEGJRU to judge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REKEYED DEEEKRY REKEY, to key again [v] 

REKNITS EIKNRST REKNIT, to knit again [v] 

REKNOTS EKNORST REKNOT, to knot again [v] 

RELABEL ABEELLR to label again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

RELACED ACDEELR RELACE, to lace again [v] 

RELACES ACEELRS RELACE, to lace again [v] 

RELANDS ADELNRS RELAND, to land again [v] 

RELAPSE AEELPRS to fall or slip back into former state [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELATED ADEELRT RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RELATER AEELRRT one that relates (to give account of) [n -S] 

RELATES AEELRST RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RELATOR AELORRT relater (one that relates (to give account of)) [n -S] 

RELAXED ADEELRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELAXER AEELRRX one that relaxes (to make less tense or rigid) [n -S] 

RELAXES AEELRSX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELAXIN AEILNRX female hormone [n -S] 

RELAYED ADEELRY RELAY, to lay again [v] 

RELEARN AEELNRR to learn again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELENDS DEELNRS RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELENTS EELNRST RELENT, RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELEVES EEELRSV RELEVE, raising onto toe in ballet [n] 

RELIANT AEILNRT showing reliance (confident or trustful dependence) [adj] 

RELICTS CEILRST RELICT, organism surviving in changed environment [n] 

RELIEFS EEFILRS RELIEF, aid in form of money or necessities [n] 

RELIERS EEILRRS RELIER, one that relies (to place trust or confidence) [n] 

RELIEVE EEEILRV to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RELIEVO EEILORV projection of figures or forms from flat background [n -S] 

RELIGHT EGHILRT to light again [v -ED, -IT, -ING, -S] 

RELINED DEEILNR RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELINES EEILNRS RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELINKS EIKLNRS RELINK, to link again [v] 

RELIQUE EEILQRU relic (surviving memorial of something past) [n -S] 

RELISTS EILRSST RELIST, to list again [v] 

RELIVED DEEILRV RELIVE, to experience again [v] 

RELIVES EEILRSV RELIVE, to experience again [v] 
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RELLENO EELLNOR Mexican dish of stuffed and fried green chile [n -S] 

RELOADS ADELORS RELOAD, to load again [v] 

RELOANS AELNORS RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

RELOCKS CEKLORS RELOCK, to lock again [v] 

RELOOKS EKLOORS RELOOK, to look again [v] 

RELUCTS CELRSTU RELUCT, to show opposition [v] 

RELUMED DEELMRU RELUME, to light again [v] 

RELUMES EELMRSU RELUME, to light again [v] 

RELYING EGILNRY RELY, to place trust or confidence [v] 

REMAILS AEILMRS REMAIL, to mail again [v] 

REMAINS AEIMNRS REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

REMAKER AEEKMRR one that remakes (to make again) [n -S] 

REMAKES AEEKMRS REMAKE, to make again [v] 

REMARKS AEKMRRS REMARK, to say or write briefly or casually [v] 

REMARRY AEMRRRY to marry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES] 

REMATCH ACEHMRT to match again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REMATED ADEEMRT REMATE, to mate again [v] 

REMATES AEEMRST REMATE, to mate again [v] 

REMEETS EEEMRST REMEET, to meet again [v] 

REMELTS EELMRST REMELT, to melt again [v] 

REMENDS DEEMNRS REMEND, to mend again [v] 

REMERGE EEEGMRR to merge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REMIGES EEGIMRS REMEX, flight feather of bird's wing [n] 

REMINDS DEIMNRS REMIND, to cause to remember [v] 

REMINTS EIMNRST REMINT, to melt down and make into new coin [v] 

REMISED DEEIMRS REMISE, to give up claim to [v] 

REMISES EEIMRSS REMISE, to give up claim to [v] 

REMIXED DEEIMRX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

REMIXER EEIMRRX one that remixes (as recording) [n -S] 

REMIXES EEIMRSX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

REMNANT AEMNNRT something remaining [n -S] 

REMODEL DEELMOR to make over [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

REMOLDS DELMORS REMOLD, to mold again [v] 

REMORAS AEMORRS REMORA, type of marine fish [n] 

REMORID DEIMORR REMORA, type of marine fish [adj] 

REMORSE EEMORRS deep anguish caused by sense of guilt [n -S] 

REMOTER EEMORRT REMOTE, situated far away [adj] 

REMOTES EEMORST REMOTE, broadcast originating outside studio [n] 

REMOULD DELMORU to mould again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMOUNT EMNORTU to mount again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMOVAL AELMORV act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

REMOVED DEEMORV REMOVE, to take or move away [v] 

REMOVER EEMORRV one that removes (to take or move away) [n -S] 

REMOVES EEMORSV REMOVE, to take or move away [v] 

REMUDAS ADEMRSU REMUDA, herd of horses [n] 

RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v] 
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RENAMED ADEEMNR RENAME, to name again [v] 

RENAMES AEEMNRS RENAME, to name again [v] 

RENDERS DEENRRS RENDER, to cause to be or become [v] 

RENDING DEGINNR REND, to tear apart forcibly [v] 

RENEGED DEEEGNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGER EEEGNRR one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n -S] 

RENEGES EEEGNRS RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGUE EEEGNRU to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

RENESTS EENRSST RENEST, to nest again [v] 

RENEWAL AEELNRW act of renewing (to make new or as if new again) [n -S] 

RENEWED DEEENRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v] 

RENEWER EEENRRW one that renews (to make new or as if new again) [n -S] 

RENNASE AEENNRS rennin (enzyme (complex protein)) [n -S] 

RENNETS EENNRST RENNET, lining membrane in stomach of certain young animals [n] 

RENNINS EINNNRS RENNIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

RENOWNS ENNORSW RENOWN, to make famous [v] 

RENTALS AELNRST RENTAL, amount paid or collected as rent [n] 

RENTERS EENRRST RENTER, one that rents (to tear apart forcibly) [n] 

RENTIER EEINRRT one that receives fixed income [n -S] 

RENTING EGINNRT RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly [v] 

RENVOIS EINORSV RENVOI, expulsion by government of alien [n] 

REOCCUR CCEORRU to occur again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REOFFER EEFFORR to offer for public sale [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOILED DEEILOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

REOPENS EENOPRS REOPEN, to open again [v] 

REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REORGED DEEGORR REORG, to reorganize (to organize again) [v] 

REPACKS ACEKPRS REPACK, to pack again [v] 

REPAINT AEINPRT to paint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPAIRS AEIPRRS REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v] 

REPANEL AEELNPR to panel again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

REPAPER AEEPPRR to paper again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPARKS AEKPRRS REPARK, to park again [v] 

REPASTS AEPRSST REPAST, to eat or feast [v] 

REPATCH ACEHPRT to patch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REPAVED ADEEPRV REPAVE, to pave again [v] 

REPAVES AEEPRSV REPAVE, to pave again [v] 

REPEALS AEELPRS REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v] 

REPEATS AEEPRST REPEAT, to say or do again [v] 

REPENTS EENPRST REPENT, to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action [v] 

REPERKS EEKPRRS REPERK, to perk again [v] 

REPINED DEEINPR REPINE, to express discontent [v] 

REPINER EEINPRR one that repines (to express discontent) [n -S] 

REPINES EEINPRS REPINE, to express discontent [v] 

REPLACE ACEELPR to take place of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REPLANS AELNPRS REPLAN, to plan again [v] 
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REPLANT AELNPRT to plant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPLATE AEELPRT to plate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REPLAYS AELPRSY REPLAY, to play again [v] 

REPLEAD ADEELPR to plead again [v -ED, -LED, -ING, -S] 

REPLETE EEELPRT worker ant that serves as living storehouse for liquid food [n -S] 

REPLEVY EELPRVY to regain possession of by legal action [v -VIED, -ING, -VIES] 

REPLICA ACEILPR close copy or reproduction [n -S] 

REPLIED DEEILPR REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v] 

REPLIER EEILPRR one that replies (to answer (to say, write, or act in return)) [n -S] 

REPLIES EEILPRS REPLY, to answer (to say, write, or act in return) [v] 

REPLOTS ELOPRST REPLOT, to plot again [v] 

REPLOWS ELOPRSW REPLOW, to plow again [v] 

REPLUMB BELMPRU to plumb again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOINT EINOPRT to point again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOLLS ELLOPRS REPOLL, to poll again [v] 

REPORTS EOPRRST REPORT, to give account of [v] 

REPOSAL AELOPRS act of reposing (to lie at rest) [n -S] 

REPOSED DEEOPRS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v] 

REPOSER EEOPRRS one that reposes (to lie at rest) [n -S] 

REPOSES EEOPRSS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v] 

REPOSIT EIOPRST to put away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPOURS EOPRRSU REPOUR, to pour again [v] 

REPOWER EEOPRRW to power again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPPING EGINPPR REP, to represent (to present again) [v] 

REPRESS EEPRRSS to keep under control [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REPRICE CEEIPRR to price again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REPRINT EINPRRT to print again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPRISE EEIPRRS to take back by force [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REPROBE BEEOPRR to probe again [v -D, -BING, -S] 

REPROOF EFOOPRR criticism for fault [n -S] 

REPROVE EEOPRRV to rebuke (to criticize sharply) [v -D, -VING, -S]  

REPTANT AENPRTT creeping or crawling [adj] 

REPTILE EEILPRT any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates [n -S] 

REPUGNS EGNPRSU REPUGN, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v] 

REPULSE EELPRSU to drive back [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REPUMPS EMPPRSU REPUMP, to pump again [v] 

REPUTED DEEPRTU REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v] 

REPUTES EEPRSTU REPUTE, to consider to be as specified [v] 

REQUEST EEQRSTU to express desire for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REQUIEM EEIMQRU musical composition for dead [n -S] 

REQUINS EINQRSU REQUIN, voracious shark [n] 

REQUIRE EEIQRRU to have need of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REQUITE EEIQRTU to make equivalent return for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RERACKS ACEKRRS RERACK, to rack again [v] 

RERAISE AEEIRRS to raise again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REREADS ADEERRS REREAD, to read again [v] 
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REREDOS DEEORRS ornamental screen behind altar [n -ES] 

RERENTS EENRRST RERENT, to rent again [v] 

RERISEN EEINRRS RERISE, to rise again [v] 

RERISES EEIRRSS RERISE, to rise again [v] 

REROLLS ELLORRS REROLL, to roll again [v] 

REROOFS EFOORRS REROOF, to roof again [v] 

REROUTE EEORRTU to route again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESAILS AEILRSS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

RESALES AEELRSS RESALE, act of selling again [n] 

RESAWED ADEERSW RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v] 

RESCALE ACEELRS to plan on new scale [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESCIND CDEINRS to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCORE CEEORRS to score again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESCUED CDEERSU RESCUE, to free from danger [v] 

RESCUEE CEEERSU one that is rescued [n -S] 

RESCUER CEERRSU one that rescues (to free from danger) [n -S] 

RESCUES CEERSSU RESCUE, to free from danger [v] 

RESEALS AEELRSS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESEATS AEERSST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

RESEAUX AEERSUX RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

RESECTS CEERSST RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v] 

RESEDAS ADEERSS RESEDA, flowering plant [n] 

RESEEDS DEEERSS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

RESEEKS EEEKRSS RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RESELLS EELLRSS RESELL, to sell again [v] 

RESENDS DEENRSS RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESENTS EENRSST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESERVE EEERRSV to keep back for future use [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, to sew again [v] 

RESHAPE AEEHPRS to shape again [v -D, -PING, -S] 

RESHAVE AEEHRSV to shave again [v -D, -N -VING, -S] 

RESHINE EEHINRS to shine again [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S] 

RESHIPS EHIPRSS RESHIP, to ship again [v] 

RESHOED DEEHORS RESHOE, to shoe again [v] 

RESHOES EEHORSS RESHOE, to shoe again [v] 

RESHONE EEHNORS RESHINE, to shine again [v] 

RESHOOT EHOORST to shoot again [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

RESHOWN EHNORSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RESHOWS EHORSSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RESIDED DDEEIRS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

RESIDER DEEIRRS resident (one who resides) [n -S] 

RESIDES DEEIRSS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

RESIDUA ADEIRSU RESIDUUM, residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n] 

RESIDUE DEEIRSU something remaining after removal of part [n -S] 
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RESIFTS EFIRSST RESIFT, to sift again [v] 

RESIGHT EGHIRST to sight again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESIGNS EGINRSS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

RESILED DEEILRS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESILES EEILRSS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESILIN EIILNRS elastic substance in cuticles of many insects [n -S] 

RESINED DEEINRS RESIN, to treat with resin (viscous substance obtained from certain plants) [v] 

RESISTS EIRSSST RESIST, to strive against [v] 

RESITED DEEIRST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESITES EEIRSST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESIZED DEEIRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

RESIZES EEIRSSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

RESKINS EIKNRSS RESKIN, to replace outermost layer of aircraft or motor vehicle [v] 

RESLATE AEELRST to slate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESMELT EELMRST to smelt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOAKS AEKORSS RESOAK, to soak again [v] 

RESOJET EEJORST pulsejet (type of engine) [n -S] 

RESOLED DEELORS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESOLES EELORSS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESOLVE EELORSV to make firm decision about [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RESORBS BEORRSS RESORB, to absorb again [v] 

RESORTS EORRSST RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v] 

RESOUND DENORSU to make loud, long, or echoing sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOWED DEEORSW RESOW, to sow again [v] 

RESPACE ACEEPRS to space again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESPADE ADEEPRS to spade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

RESPEAK AEEKPRS to speak again [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

RESPECT CEEPRST to have high regard for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPELL EELLPRS to spell again [v -ED -T, -ING, -S] 

RESPELT EELPRST RESPELL, to spell again [v] 

RESPIRE EEIPRRS to breathe (to inhale and exhale air) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESPITE EEIPRST to relieve temporarily [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESPLIT EILPRST to split again [v RESPLIT, -TTING, -S] 

RESPOKE EEKOPRS RESPEAK, to speak again [v] 

RESPOND DENOPRS to say or act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPOOL ELOOPRS to spool again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPOTS EOPRSST RESPOT, to spot again [v] 

RESPRAY AEPRRSY to spray again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTACK ACEKRST to stack again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAFF AEFFRST to staff again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAGE AEEGRST to stage again [v -D -GING, -S] 

RESTAMP AEMPRST to stamp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTART AERRSTT to start again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTATE AEERSTT to state again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESTERS EERRSST RESTER, one that rests (to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity) [n] 

RESTFUL EFLRSTU tranquil (free from disturbance) [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 
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RESTING EGINRST REST, to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity [v] 

RESTIVE EEIRSTV difficult to control [adj] 

RESTOCK CEKORST to stock again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTOKE EEKORST to stoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

RESTORE EEORRST to bring back to former or original condition [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESTUDY DERSTUY to study again [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

RESTUFF EFFRSTU to stuff again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTYLE EELRSTY to style again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESULTS ELRSSTU RESULT, to occur as consequence [v] 

RESUMED DEEMRSU RESUME, to take up again after interruption [v] 

RESUMER EEMRRSU one that resumes (to take up again after interruption) [n -S] 

RESUMES EEMRSSU RESUME, to take up again after interruption [v] 

RESURGE EEGRRSU to rise again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RETABLE ABEELRT raised shelf above altar [n -S] 

RETABLO ABELORT retable (raised shelf above altar) [n -S] 

RETACKS ACEKRST RETACK, to tack again [v] 

RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAINS AEINRST RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETAKEN AEEKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v] 

RETAKER AEEKRRT one that retakes (to take back) [n -S] 

RETAKES AEEKRST RETAKE, to take back [v] 

RETALLY AELLRTY to tally again [v -LLIED, -ING, -LLIES] 

RETAPED ADEEPRT RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

RETAPES AEEPRST RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

RETARDS ADERRST RETARD, to slow progress of [v] 

RETASTE AEERSTT to taste again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RETAXED ADEERTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

RETAXES AEERSTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

RETCHED CDEEHRT RETCH, to make effort to vomit [v] 

RETCHES CEEHRST RETCH, to make effort to vomit [v] 

RETEACH ACEEHRT to teach again [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

RETEAMS AEEMRST RETEAM, to team again [v] 

RETEARS AEERRST RETEAR, to tear again [v] 

RETELLS EELLRST RETELL, to tell again [v] 

RETENES EEENRST RETENE, chemical compound [n] 

RETESTS EERSSTT RETEST, to test again [v] 

RETHINK EHIKNRT to think again [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

RETIARY AEIRRTY resembling net [adj] 

RETICLE CEEILRT network of lines in eyepiece of optical instrument [n -S] 

RETILED DEEILRT RETILE, to tile again [v] 

RETILES EEILRST RETILE, to tile again [v] 

RETIMED DEEIMRT RETIME, to time again [v] 

RETIMES EEIMRST RETIME, to time again [v] 

RETINAE AEEINRT RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 

RETINAL AEILNRT retinene (pigment in retina) [n -S] 

RETINAS AEINRST RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 
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RETINES EEINRST RETINE, substance in cells that retards growth and cell division [n] 

RETINOL EILNORT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

RETINTS EINRSTT RETINT, to tint again [v] 

RETINUE EEINRTU group of attendants [n -S] 

RETIRED DEEIRRT RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S] 

RETIRER EEIRRRT one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n -S] 

RETIRES EEIRRST RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETITLE EEILRTT to title again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RETOOLS ELOORST RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

RETORTS EORRSTT RETORT, to answer back sharply [v] 

RETOTAL AELORTT to total again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

RETOUCH CEHORTU to add new details or touches to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RETRACE ACEERRT to go back over [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RETRACK ACEKRRT to track again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRACT ACERRTT to take back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRAIN AEINRRT to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETREAD ADEERRT to furnish with new tread [v -ED, -ROD, -RODDEN, -ING, -S] 

RETREAT AEERRTT to go back or backward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRIAL AEILRRT second trial [n -S] 

RETRIED DEEIRRT RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETRIES EEIRRST RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETRIMS EIMRRST RETRIM, to trim again [v] 

RETSINA AEINRST resin-flavored Greek wine [n -S] 

RETTING EGINRTT RET, to soak in order to loosen fiber from woody tissue [v] 

RETUNED DEENRTU RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

RETUNES EENRSTU RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

RETURNS ENRRSTU RETURN, to come or go back [v] 

RETWEET EEERTTW to tweet message again [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

RETWIST EIRSTTW to twist again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETYING EGINRTY RETIE, to tie again [v] 

RETYPED DEEPRTY RETYPE, to type again [v] 

RETYPES EEPRSTY RETYPE, to type again [v] 

REUNIFY EFINRUY to unify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REUNION EINNORU reuniting of persons after separation [n -S] 

REUNITE EEINRTU to unite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REUSING EGINRSU REUSE, to use again [v] 

REUTTER EERRTTU to utter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVALUE AEELRUV to value again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REVAMPS AEMPRSV REVAMP, to make over [v] 

REVEALS AEELRSV REVEAL, to make known [v] 

REVELED DEEELRV REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

REVELER EEELRRV one that revels (to engage in revelry) [n -S] 

REVELRY EELRRVY noisy merrymaking [n -RIES] 

REVENGE EEEGNRV to inflict injury in return for [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S] 
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REVERBS BEERRSV REVERB, to continue in series of echoes [v] 

REVERED DEEERRV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S] 

REVERES EEERRSV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVERIE EEEIRRV daydream [n -RIES] 

REVERSE EEERRSV to turn or move in opposite direction [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REVERSO EEORRSV verso (left-hand page of book) [n -S] 

REVERTS EERRSTV REVERT, to return to former state [v] 

REVESTS EERSSTV REVEST, to vest again [v] 

REVIEWS EEIRSVW REVIEW, to view again [v] 

REVILED DEEILRV REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

REVILER EEILRRV one that reviles (to denounce with abusive language) [n -S] 

REVILES EEILRSV REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

REVISAL AEILRSV revision (revised version) [n -S] 

REVISED DEEIRSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v] 

REVISER EEIRRSV one that revises (to make new or improved version of) [n -S] 

REVISES EEIRSSV REVISE, to make new or improved version of [v] 

REVISIT EIIRSTV to visit again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVISOR EIORRSV reviser (one that revises (to make new or improved version of)) [n -S] 

REVIVAL AEILRVV renewed attention to or interest in something [n -S] 

REVIVED DEEIRVV REVIVE, to bring back to life or consciousness [v] 

REVIVER EEIRRVV one that revives (to bring back to life or consciousness) [n -S] 

REVIVES EEIRSVV REVIVE, to bring back to life or consciousness [v] 

REVOICE CEEIORV to voice again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REVOKED DEEKORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

REVOKER EEKORRV one that revokes (to annul by taking back) [n -S] 

REVOKES EEKORSV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

REVOLTS ELORSTV REVOLT, to rise up against authority [v] 

REVOLVE EELORVV to turn about axis [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REVOTED DEEORTV REVOTE, to vote again [v] 

REVOTES EEORSTV REVOTE, to vote again [v] 

REVUIST EIRSTUV writer of revues [n -S] 

REVVING EGINRVV REV, to increase speed of [v] 

REWAKED ADEEKRW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

REWAKEN AEEKNRW to waken again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWAKES AEEKRSW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

REWARDS ADERRSW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v] 

REWARMS AEMRRSW REWARM, to warm again [v] 

REWAXED ADEERWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

REWAXES AEERSWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

REWEARS AEERRSW REWEAR, to wear again [v] 

REWEAVE AEEERVW to weave again [v -D, -WOVE, -WOVEN, -VING, -S] 

REWEIGH EEGHIRW to weigh again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWELDS DEELRSW REWELD, to weld again [v] 

REWIDEN DEEINRW to widen again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWINDS DEINRSW REWIND, to wind again [v] 
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REWIRED DEEIRRW REWIRE, to wire again [v] 

REWIRES EEIRRSW REWIRE, to wire again [v] 

REWOKEN EEKNORW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

REWORDS DEORRSW REWORD, to state again in other words [v] 

REWORKS EKORRSW REWORK, to work again [v] 

REWOUND DENORUW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REWOVEN EENORVW REWEAVE, to weave again [v] 

REWRAPS AEPRRSW REWRAP, to wrap again [v] 

REWRAPT AEPRRTW REWRAP, to wrap again [v] 

REWRITE EEIRRTW to write again [v -TTEN, -ROTE, -TING, -S] 

REWROTE EEORRTW REWRITE, to write again [v] 

REXINES EEINRSX REXINE, trademark [n] 

REYNARD ADENRRY fox [n -S] 

REZEROS EEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZONED DEENORZ REZONE, to zone again [v] 

REZONES EENORSZ REZONE, to zone again [v] 

RHABDOM ABDHMOR rodlike structure in retinula [n -S] 

RHACHIS ACHHIRS rachis (spinal column) [n -IDES, -ES] 

RHAMNUS AHMNRSU thorny tree or shrub [n -ES] 

RHAPHAE AAEHHPR RHAPHE, raphe (seamlike ridge between two halves of organ or part) [n] 

RHAPHES AEHHPRS RHAPHE, raphe (seamlike ridge between two halves of organ or part) [n] 

RHATANY AAHNRTY South American shrub [n -NIES] 

RHEBOKS BEHKORS RHEBOK, large antelope [n] 

RHENIUM EHIMNRU metallic element [n -S] 

RHETORS EHORRST RHETOR, teacher of rhetoric [n] 

RHEUMIC CEHIMRU RHEUM, watery discharge from eyes or nose [adj] 

RHIZOID DHIIORZ rootlike structure [n -S] 

RHIZOMA AHIMORZ rhizome (rootlike, underground stem) [n -TA] 

RHIZOME EHIMORZ rootlike, underground stem [n -S] 

RHIZOPI HIIOPRZ RHIZOPUS, any of genus of mold fungi [n] 

RHODIUM DHIMORU metallic element [n -S] 

RHODORA ADHOORR flowering shrub [n -S] 

RHOMBIC BCHIMOR having shape of rhombus [adj] 

RHOMBUS BHMORSU type of geometric figure [n -BI, -ES] 

RHONCHI CHHINOR RHONCHUS, rattling respiratory sound [n] 

RHUBARB ABBHRRU perennial herb [n -S] 

RHUMBAS ABHMRSU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RHYMERS EHMRRSY RHYMER, one that rhymes (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [n] 

RHYMING GHIMNRY RHYME, to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds [v] 

RHYTHMS HHMRSTY RHYTHM, movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements [n] 

RHYTONS HNORSTY RHYTON, ancient Greek drinking horn [n] 

RIALTOS AILORST RIALTO, marketplace [n] 

RIANTLY AILNRTY RIANT, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

RIBALDS ABDILRS RIBALD, one who uses crude language [n] 

RIBANDS ABDINRS RIBAND, ribbon [n] 

RIBBAND ABBDINR long, narrow strip used in shipbuilding [n -S] 
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RIBBERS BBEIRRS RIBBER, one that ribs (to poke fun at) [n] 

RIBBIER BBEIIRR RIBBY, marked by prominent ribs (curved bony rods in body) [adj] 

RIBBIES BBEIIRS RIBBIE, run batted in [n] 

RIBBING BBGIINR act of one that ribs [n -S] / RIB, to poke fun at [v] 

RIBBITS BBIIRST RIBBIT, sound made by frog [n] 

RIBBONS BBINORS RIBBON, to decorate with ribbons (narrow strips of fine fabric) [v] 

RIBBONY BBINORY resembling ribbon [adj] 

RIBEYES BEEIRSY RIBEYE, cut of beef [n] 

RIBIERS BEIIRRS RIBIER, large, black grape [n] 

RIBLESS BEILRSS having no ribs [adj] 

RIBLETS BEILRST RIBLET, rib end in breast of lamb or veal [n] 

RIBLIKE BEIIKLR resembling rib [adj] 

RIBOSES BEIORSS RIBOSE, pentose sugar [n] 

RIBWORT BIORRTW ribgrass (weedy plant) [n -S] 

RICHENS CEHINRS RICHEN, to make rich [v] 

RICHEST CEHIRST RICH, having wealth [adj] 

RICINUS CIINRSU large-leaved plant [n -ES] 

RICKETS CEIKRST disease resulting from vitamin D deficiency [n -S] 

RICKETY CEIKRTY likely to fall or collapse [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

RICKEYS CEIKRSY RICKEY, alcoholic beverage containing lime juice, sugar, and soda water [n] 

RICKING CGIIKNR RICK, to pile hay in stacks [v] 

RICKSHA ACHIKRS rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RICOTTA ACIORTT Italian cheese [n -S] 

RICRACS ACCIRRS RICRAC, rickrack (flat braid used as trimming) [n] 

RIDABLE ABDEILR capable of being ridden [adj] 

RIDDERS DDEIRRS RIDDER, one that rids (to free from something objectionable) [n] 

RIDDING DDGIINR RID, to free from something objectionable [v] 

RIDDLED DDDEILR RIDDLE, to pierce with many holes [v] 

RIDDLER DDEILRR one that riddles (to pierce with many holes) [n -S] 

RIDDLES DDEILRS RIDDLE, to pierce with many holes [v] 

RIDGELS DEGILRS RIDGEL, ridgling (male animal with undescended testicles) [n] 

RIDGIER DEGIIRR RIDGY, having ridges [adj] 

RIDGILS DGIILRS RIDGIL, ridgling (male animal with undescended testicles) [n] 

RIDGING DGGIINR RIDGE, to form into ridges (long, narrow elevations) [v] 

RIDINGS DGIINRS RIDING, act of one that rides [n] 

RIDLEYS DEILRSY RIDLEY, sea turtle [n] 

RIDOTTO DIOORTT public musical entertainment in 18th century England [n -S] 

RIEVERS EEIRRSV RIEVER, reaver (one that reaves (to plunder)) [n] 

RIFFAGE AEFFGIR series of musical phrases [n -S] 

RIFFING FFGIINR RIF, to dismiss from employment [v] / RIFF, to riffle (to flip through hastily) [v] 

RIFFLED DEFFILR RIFFLE, to flip through hastily [v] 

RIFFLER EFFILRR filing and scraping tool [n -S] 

RIFFLES EFFILRS RIFFLE, to flip through hastily [v] 

RIFLERS EFILRRS RIFLER, one that rifles (to search through and rob) [n] 

RIFLERY EFILRRY practice of shooting at targets with rifle [n -RIES] 

RIFLING FGIILNR RIFLE, to search through and rob [v] / system of grooves in gun barrel [n -S] 
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RIFLIPS FIILPRS RIFLIP, fragment of DNA [n] 

RIFTING FGIINRT RIFT, to form rifts (clefts) [v] 

RIGGERS EGGIRRS RIGGER, one that rigs (to put in proper condition for use) [n] 

RIGGING GGGIINR RIG, to put in proper condition for use [v] / system of lines, chains, and tackle used aboard ship [n -S] 

RIGHTED DEGHIRT RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v] 

RIGHTER EGHIRRT one that rights (to put in proper order or condition) [n -S] / RIGHT, being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just [adj] 

RIGHTLY GHILRTY in right (being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just) manner [adv] 

RIGIDER DEGIIRR RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj] 

RIGIDLY DGIILRY in rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) manner [adv] 

RIGOURS GIORRSU RIGOUR, rigor (strictness or severity) [n] 

RIKISHA AHIIKRS rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RIKISHI HIIIKRS sumo wrestler [n RIKISHI] 

RIKSHAW AHIKRSW rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RILIEVI EIIILRV RILIEVO, relievo (projection of figures or forms from flat background) [n] 

RILIEVO EIILORV relievo (projection of figures or forms from flat background) [n -VI] 

RILLETS EILLRST RILLET, small rill [n] 

RILLING GIILLNR RILL, to flow like rill (small brook) [v] 

RIMFIRE EFIIMRR cartridge having primer set in rim of shell [n -S] 

RIMIEST EIIMRST RIMY, frosty (covered with frost) [adj] 

RIMLAND ADILMNR outlying area [n -S] 

RIMLESS EILMRSS having no rim [adj] 

RIMMERS EIMMRRS RIMMER, reamer (tool used to enlarge holes) [n] 

RIMMING GIIMMNR RIM, to provide with rim (outer edge) [v] 

RIMPLED DEILMPR RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RIMPLES EILMPRS RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RIMROCK CIKMORR type of rock formation [n -S] 

RIMSHOT HIMORST sound made by drumstick striking rim and head of drum [n -S] 

RINDING DGIINNR RIND, to strip bark from [v] 

RINGENT EGINNRT having open liplike parts [adj] 

RINGERS EGINRRS RINGER, one that rings (to form ring (circular band) around) [n] 

RINGGIT GGIINRT monetary unit of Malaysia [n -S] 

RINGING GGIINNR RING, to form ring (circular band) around [v] 

RINGLET EGILNRT curly lock of hair [n -S] 

RINGTAW AGINRTW game of marbles [n -S] 

RINNING GIINNNR RIN, to run or melt [v] 

RINSERS EINRRSS RINSER, one that rinses (to cleanse with clear water) [n] 

RINSING GIINNRS act of one that rinses [n -S] / RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [v] 

RIOTERS EIORRST RIOTER, one that riots (to take part in violent public disturbance) [n] 

RIOTING GIINORT RIOT, to take part in violent public disturbance [v] / violent public disturbance [n -S] 

RIOTOUS IOORSTU characterized by rioting [adj] 

RIPCORD CDIOPRR cord pulled to release parachute [n -S] 

RIPENED DEEINPR RIPEN, to become ripe [v] 

RIPENER EEINPRR one that ripens (to become ripe) [n -S] 

RIPIENI EIIINPR RIPIENO, tutti (musical passage performed by all performers) [n] 

RIPIENO EIINOPR tutti (musical passage performed by all performers) [n -NI, -S] 

RIPOFFS FFIOPRS RIPOFF, instance of stealing [n] 
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RIPOSTE EIOPRST to make return thrust in fencing [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RIPOSTS IOPRSST RIPOST, to riposte (to make return thrust in fencing) [v] 

RIPPERS EIPPRRS RIPPER, one that rips (to tear or cut apart roughly) [n] 

RIPPING GIINPPR excellent [adj] / RIP, to tear or cut apart roughly [v] 

RIPPLED DEILPPR RIPPLE, to form ripples (small waves) [v] 

RIPPLER EILPPRR toothed tool for cleaning flax fiber [n -S] 

RIPPLES EILPPRS RIPPLE, to form ripples (small waves) [v] 

RIPPLET EILPPRT small ripple [n -S] 

RIPRAPS AIPPRRS RIPRAP, to strengthen with foundation of broken stones [v] 

RIPSAWN AINPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIPSAWS AIPRSSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIPSTOP IOPPRST fabric woven so that small tears do not spread [n -S] 

RIPTIDE DEIIPRT tide that opposes other tides [n -S] 

RISIBLE BEIILRS inclined to laugh [adj] 

RISIBLY BIILRSY RISIBLE, inclined to laugh [adv] 

RISINGS GIINRSS RISING, act of one that rises [n] 

RISKERS EIKRRSS RISKER, one that risks (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [n] 

RISKIER EIIKRRS RISKY, dangerous [adj] 

RISKILY IIKLRSY RISKY, dangerous [adv] 

RISKING GIIKNRS RISK, to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss) [v] 

RISOTTO IOORSTT rice dish [n -S] 

RISSOLE EILORSS small roll filled with meat or fish [n -S] 

RISTRAS AIRRSST RISTRA, string on which foodstuffs are tied for storage [n] 

RISUSES EIRSSSU RISUS, grin or laugh [n] 

RITARDS ADIRRST RITARD, musical passage with gradual slackening in tempo [n] 

RITTERS EIRRSTT RITTER, knight [n] 

RITUALS AILRSTU RITUAL, system of rites [n] 

RITZIER EIIRRTZ RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

RITZILY IILRTYZ RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adv] 

RIVAGES AEGIRSV RIVAGE, coast, shore, or bank [n] 

RIVALED ADEILRV RIVAL, to strive to equal or surpass [v] 

RIVALRY AILRRVY competition [n -RIES] 

RIVETED DEEIRTV RIVET, to fasten with type of metal bolt [v] 

RIVETER EEIRRTV one that rivets (to fasten with type of metal bolt) [n -S] 

RIVIERA AEIIRRV coastal resort area [n -S] 

RIVIERE EEIIRRV necklace of precious stones [n -S] 

RIVULET EILRTUV small stream [n -S] 

RIVULUS ILRSUUV small tropical American fish [n -ES] 

ROACHED ACDEHOR ROACH, to cause to arch [v] 

ROACHES ACEHORS ROACH, to cause to arch [v] 

ROADBED ABDDEOR foundation for railroad track [n -S] 

ROADEOS ADEOORS ROADEO, competition for truck drivers [n] 

ROADIES ADEIORS ROADIE, person who works for traveling entertainers [n] 

ROADWAY AADORWY road (open way for public passage) [n -S] 

ROAMERS AEMORRS ROAMER, one that roams (to move about without purpose or plan) [n] 

ROAMING AGIMNOR ROAM, to move about without purpose or plan [v] / use of cell phone outside its local area [n -S] 
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ROARERS AEORRRS ROARER, one that roars (to utter loud, deep sound) [n] 

ROARING AGINORR loud, deep sound [n -S] / ROAR, to utter loud, deep sound [v] 

ROASTED ADEORST ROAST, to cook with dry heat [v] 

ROASTER AEORRST one that roasts (to cook with dry heat) [n -S] 

ROBALOS ABLOORS ROBALO, marine food fish [n] 

ROBANDS ABDNORS ROBAND, piece of yarn used to fasten sail [n] 

ROBATAS AABORST ROBATA, grill used for Japanese cooking [n] 

ROBBERS BBEORRS ROBBER, one that robs (to take property from illegally) [n] 

ROBBERY BBEORRY act of one who robs [n -RIES] 

ROBBING BBGINOR ROB, to take property from illegally [v] 

ROBBINS BBINORS ROBBIN, roband (piece of yarn used to fasten sail) [n] 

ROBINIA ABIINOR North American tree or shrub [n -S] 

ROBOTIC BCIOORT ROBOT, humanlike machine that performs various functions [adj] 

ROBOTRY BOORRTY science of robots [n -RIES] 

ROBUSTA ABORSTU coffee grown in Africa [n -S] 

ROCHETS CEHORST ROCHET, linen vestment [n] 

ROCKABY ABCKORY song used to lull child to sleep [n -BIES] 

ROCKERS CEKORRS ROCKER, rocking chair [n] 

ROCKERY CEKORRY rock garden [n -RIES] 

ROCKETS CEKORST ROCKET, to convey by means of rocket (device propelled by reaction of escaping gases) [v] 

ROCKIER CEIKORR ROCKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

ROCKILY CIKLORY in rocky (unsteady (not steady (firm in position))) manner [adv] 

ROCKING CGIKNOR ROCK, to move back and forth [v] 

ROCKOON CKNOOOR small rocket [n -S] 

ROCOCOS CCOOORS ROCOCO, style of architecture and decoration [n] 

RODDING DDGINOR ROD, to provide with rod (straight, slender piece of material) [v] 

RODENTS DENORST RODENT, gnawing mammal [n] 

RODEOED DDEEOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

RODLESS DELORSS having no rod [adj] 

RODLIKE DEIKLOR resembling rod [adj] 

RODNEYS DENORSY RODNEY, small fishing boat [n] 

RODSMAN ADMNORS rodman (surveyor's assistant) [n -MEN] 

RODSMEN DEMNORS RODSMAN, rodman (surveyor's assistant) [n] 

ROEBUCK BCEKORU male of small Eurasian deer [n -S] 

ROGERED DEEGORR ROGER, to indicate that message has been received [v] 

ROGUERY EGORRUY roguish (dishonest) conduct [n -RIES] 

ROGUING GGINORU ROGUE, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

ROGUISH GHIORSU dishonest [adj] 

ROILIER EIILORR ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj] 

ROILING GIILNOR ROIL, to make muddy [v] 

ROISTER EIORRST to revel (to engage in revelry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROLFERS EFLORRS ROLFER, one that rolfs (to practice type of massage) [n] 

ROLFING FGILNOR ROLF, to practice type of massage [v] 

ROLLERS ELLORRS ROLLER, rotating cylinder [n] 

ROLLICK CIKLLOR to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROLLIES EILLORS ROLLIE, hand-rolled cigarette [n] 
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ROLLING GILLNOR act of one that rolls [n -S] / ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over [v] 

ROLLMOP LLMOOPR fillet of herring [n -S] 

ROLLOUT LLOORTU type of play in football [n -S] 

ROLLTOP LLOOPRT having flexible, sliding cover [adj] 

ROLLUPS LLOPRSU ROLLUP, something that is rolled into shape of tube [n] 

ROLLWAY ALLORWY incline for rolling logs [n -S] 

ROMAINE AEIMNOR variety of lettuce [n -S] 

ROMAJIS AIJMORS ROMAJI, system of transliterating Japanese into Latin alphabet [n] 

ROMANCE ACEMNOR to woo (to seek affection of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ROMANOS AMNOORS ROMANO, Italian cheese [n] 

ROMAUNT AMNORTU long, medieval tale [n -S] 

ROMPERS EMOPRRS ROMPER, one that romps (to play boisterously) [n] 

ROMPING GIMNOPR ROMP, to play boisterously [v] 

ROMPISH HIMOPRS inclined to romp (to play boisterously) [adj] 

RONDEAU ADENORU short poem of fixed form [n -X] 

RONDELS DELNORS RONDEL, rondeau (short poem of fixed form) of 14 lines [n] 

RONDURE DENORRU circle or sphere [n -S] 

RONIONS INNOORS RONION, mangy animal or person [n] 

RONNELS ELNNORS RONNEL, insecticide [n] 

RONTGEN EGNNORT roentgen (unit of radiation dosage) [n -S] 

RONYONS NNOORSY RONYON, ronion (mangy animal or person) [n] 

ROOFERS EFOORRS ROOFER, one that builds or repairs roofs [n] 

ROOFIES EFIOORS ROOFIE, tablet of powerful sedative (Rohypnol) [n] 

ROOFING FGINOOR material for roof [n -S] / ROOF, to provide with roof (external upper covering of building) [v] 

ROOFTOP FOOOPRT roof (external upper covering of building) [n -S] 

ROOIBOS BIOOORS South African evergreen shrub [n -ES] 

ROOKERY EKOORRY colony of rooks (European crows) [n -RIES] 

ROOKIER EIKOORR ROOKY, abounding in rooks (European crows) [adj] 

ROOKIES EIKOORS ROOKIE, novice (person new to any field or activity) [n] 

ROOKING GIKNOOR ROOK, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

ROOMERS EMOORRS ROOMER, lodger (one that resides in rented quarters) [n] 

ROOMFUL FLMOORU as much as room can hold [n -S, -MSFUL] 

ROOMIER EIMOORR ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOMIES EIMOORS ROOMIE, roommate (one with whom room is shared) [n] 

ROOMILY ILMOORY ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adv] 

ROOMING GIMNOOR ROOM, to occupy room (walled space within building) [v] 

ROOSERS EOORRSS ROOSER, one that rooses (to praise (to express approval or admiration of)) [n] 

ROOSING GINOORS ROOSE, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

ROOSTED DEOORST ROOST, to settle down for rest or sleep [v] 

ROOSTER EOORRST male chicken [n -S] 

ROOTAGE AEGOORT system of roots [n -S] 

ROOTCAP ACOOPRT loose mass of cells that covers tip of some roots [n -S] 

ROOTERS EOORRST ROOTER, one that gives encouragement or support [n] 

ROOTIER EIOORRT ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

ROOTING GINOORT ROOT, to put forth root (underground portion of plant) [v] 

ROOTKIT IKOORTT software that enables unauthorized access to computer [n -S]  
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ROOTLED DELOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTLES ELOORST ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTLET ELOORTT small root [n -S] 

ROPABLE ABELOPR ROPE, to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers) [adj] 

ROPEWAY AEOPRWY aerial cable used to transport freight [n -S] 

ROPIEST EIOPRST ROPY, resembling rope or ropes [adj] / ROPEY [adj] 

ROPINGS GINOPRS ROPING, act binding with rope [n] 

ROQUETS EOQRSTU ROQUET, to cause one's own ball to hit another in croquet [v] 

RORQUAL ALOQRRU large whale [n -S] 

ROSACEA AACEORS chronic inflammation of parts of face [n -S] 

ROSACES ACEORSS ROSACE, ornamentation resembling rose [n] 

ROSARIA AAIORRS ROSARIUM, rose garden [n] 

ROSCOES CEOORSS ROSCOE, pistol [n] 

ROSEATE AEEORST rose-colored [adj] 

ROSEBAY ABEORSY evergreen shrub [n -S] 

ROSEBUD BDEORSU bud of rose [n -S] 

ROSEHIP EHIOPRS aggregate fruit of rose plant [n -S] 

ROSELLA AELLORS Australian parakeet [n -S] 

ROSELLE EELLORS tropical plant [n -S] 

ROSEOLA AELOORS rose-colored skin rash [n -S] 

ROSETTE EEORSTT ornament resembling rose [n -S] 

ROSIEST EIORSST ROSY, rose-colored [adj] 

ROSINED DEINORS ROSIN, to treat with rosin (brittle resin) [v] 

ROSINOL ILNOORS rosin oil [n -S] 

ROSOLIO ILOOORS liqueur made from raisins and brandy [n -S] 

ROSTERS EORRSST ROSTER, to place in list of names [v] 

ROSTRAL ALORRST pertaining to rostrum (beaklike process or part) [adj] 

ROSTRUM MORRSTU beaklike process or part [n -RA, -S] 

ROTATED ADEORTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATES AEORSTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATOR AOORRTT one that rotates (to turn about axis) [n -ES, -S] 

ROTCHES CEHORST ROTCH, rotche (seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast)) [n] / ROTCHE [n] 

ROTGUTS GORSTTU ROTGUT, inferior liquor [n] 

ROTIFER EFIORRT microscopic aquatic organism [n -S] 

ROTINIS IINORST ROTINI, pasta in small spirals [n] 

ROTTERS EORRSTT ROTTER, scoundrel [n] 

ROTTING GINORTT ROT, to decompose [v] 

ROTUNDA ADNORTU round building [n -S] 

ROUBLES BELORSU ROUBLE, ruble (monetary unit of Russia) [n] 

ROUCHES CEHORSU ROUCHE, ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n] 

ROUGHED DEGHORU ROUGH, to make rough [v] 

ROUGHEN EGHNORU to make rough [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROUGHER EGHORRU ROUGH, having uneven surface [adj] / one that roughs (to make rough) [n -S] 

ROUGHLY GHLORUY in rough (having uneven surface) manner [adv] 

ROUGING GGINORU ROUGE, to color with red cosmetic [v] 

ROUILLE EILLORU peppery garlic sauce [n -S] 
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ROULADE ADELORU musical embellishment [n -S] 

ROULEAU AELORUU roll of coins wrapped in paper [n -S, -X] 

ROUNDED DDENORU ROUND, to make round [v] 

ROUNDEL DELNORU round figure or object [n -S] 

ROUNDER DENORRU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] / tool for rounding [n -S] 

ROUNDLY DLNORUY in round (shaped like sphere) manner [adv] 

ROUNDUP DNOPRUU driving together of cattle scattered over range [n -S] 

ROUPIER EIOPRRU ROUPY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

ROUPILY ILOPRUY ROUPY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adv] 

ROUPING GINOPRU ROUP, to auction (to sell publicly to highest bidder) [v] 

ROUSERS EORRSSU ROUSER, one that rouses (to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity) [n] 

ROUSING GINORSU ROUSE, to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity [v] 

ROUSTED DEORSTU ROUST, to arouse and drive out [v] 

ROUSTER EORRSTU wharf laborer and deckhand [n -S] 

ROUTERS EORRSTU ROUTER, scooping tool [n] 

ROUTINE EINORTU regular course of procedure [n -S] 

ROUTING GINORTU ROUT, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] / ROUTE, to send on particular course [v] 

ROVINGS GINORSV ROVING, roll of textile fibers [n] 

ROWABLE ABELORW ROW, to propel by means of oars [adj] 

ROWBOAT ABOORTW small boat designed to be rowed [n -S] 

ROWDIER DEIORRW ROWDY, disorderly in behavior [adj] 

ROWDIES DEIORSW ROWDY, rowdy person [n] 

ROWDILY DILORWY ROWDY, disorderly in behavior [adv] 

ROWELED DEELORW ROWEL, to prick with spiked wheel in order to urge forward [v] 

ROWINGS GINORSW ROWING, sport of racing in light, long, and narrow rowboats [n] 

ROWLOCK CKLOORW oarlock (device for holding oar in place) [n -S] 

ROYALLY ALLORYY in kingly (of or befitting king) manner [adv] 

ROYALTY ALORTYY status or power of monarch [n -TIES] 

ROYSTER EORRSTY to roister (to revel (to engage in revelry)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROZZERS EORRSZZ ROZZER, policeman [n] 

RUBABOO ABBOORU type of soup [n -S] 

RUBACES ABCERSU RUBACE, rubasse (variety of quartz) [n] 

RUBASSE ABERSSU variety of quartz [n -S] 

RUBATOS ABORSTU RUBATO, fluctuation of speed within musical phrase [n] 

RUBBERS BBERRSU RUBBER, to stretch one's neck in looking at something [v] 

RUBBERY BBERRUY resembling rubber (elastic substance) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

RUBBIES BBEIRSU RUBBY, alcoholic given to drinking rubbing alcohol [n] 

RUBBING BBGINRU image produced by rubbing [n -S] / RUB, to move along surface of body with pressure [v] 

RUBBISH BBHIRSU to reject as worthless [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RUBBLED BBDELRU RUBBLE, to reduce to rubble (broken pieces) [v] 

RUBBLES BBELRSU RUBBLE, to reduce to rubble (broken pieces) [v] 

RUBDOWN BDNORUW brisk rubbing of body [n -S] 

RUBELLA ABELLRU virus disease [n -S] 

RUBEOLA ABELORU virus disease [n -S]  

RUBIDIC BCDIIRU RUBIDIUM, metallic element [adj] 

RUBIEST BEIRSTU RUBY, of deep-red color [adj] 
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RUBIGOS BGIORSU RUBIGO, red iron oxide [n] 

RUBIOUS BIORSUU ruby-colored [adj] 

RUBOFFS BFFORSU RUBOFF, deep impression made by close contact [n] 

RUBOUTS BORSTUU RUBOUT, instance of obliterating something [n] 

RUBRICS BCIRRSU RUBRIC, part of manuscript or book that appears in red [n] 

RUBYING BGINRUY RUBY, to tint with color of ruby (deep-red precious stone) [v] 

RUCHING CGHINRU ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n -S] 

RUCKING CGIKNRU RUCK, to wrinkle or crease [v] 

RUCKLED CDEKLRU RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 

RUCKLES CEKLRSU RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 

RUCOLAS ACLORSU RUCOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

RUCTION CINORTU ruckus (noisy disturbance) [n -S] 

RUDDERS DDERRSU RUDDER, vertical blade used to direct course of vessel [n] 

RUDDIED DDDEIRU RUDDY, to make ruddy [v] 

RUDDIER DDEIRRU RUDDY, having healthy, reddish color [adj] 

RUDDIES DDEIRSU RUDDY, to make ruddy [v] 

RUDDILY DDILRUY in ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) manner [adv] 

RUDDLED DDDELRU RUDDLE, to color with red dye [v] 

RUDDLES DDELRSU RUDDLE, to color with red dye [v] 

RUDDOCK CDDKORU European bird [n -S] 

RUDERAL ADELRRU plant growing in poor land [n -S] 

RUDESBY BDERSUY rude person [n -BIES] 

RUDISTS DIRSSTU RUDIST, cone-shaped extinct mollusk [n] 

RUFFIAN AFFINRU tough, lawless person [n -S] 

RUFFING FFGINRU RUFF, to trump (to outdo (to exceed in performance)) [v] 

RUFFLED DEFFLRU RUFFLE, to destroy smoothness of [v] 

RUFFLER EFFLRRU one that ruffles (to destroy smoothness of) [n -S] 

RUFFLES EFFLRSU RUFFLE, to destroy smoothness of [v] 

RUFIYAA AAFIRUY monetary unit of Maldives [n RUFIYAA] 

RUGBIES BEGIRSU RUGBY, form of football [n] 

RUGGERS EGGRRSU RUGGER, rugby (form of football) [n] 

RUGGING GGGINRU RUG, to tear roughly [v] 

RUGLIKE EGIKLRU resembling rug (thick fabric used as floor covering) [adj] 

RUGOLAS AGLORSU RUGOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

RUGOSAS AGORSSU RUGOSA, flowering plant [n] 

RUGRATS AGRRSTU RUGRAT, young child [n] 

RUINATE AEINRTU to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RUINERS EINRRSU RUINER, one that ruins (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n] 

RUINING GIINNRU RUIN, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

RUINOUS INORSUU destructive [adj] 

RULABLE ABELLRU RULE, to exercise control over [adj] 

RULIEST EILRSTU RULY, orderly [adj] 

RULINGS GILNRSU RULING, authoritative decision [n] 

RUMAKIS AIKMRSU RUMAKI, chicken liver wrapped together with water chestnuts in bacon slice [n] 

RUMBAED ABDEMRU RUMBA, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

RUMBLED BDELMRU RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 
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RUMBLER BELMRRU one that rumbles (to make deep, thunderous sound) [n -S] 

RUMBLES BELMRSU RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

RUMDUMS DMMRSUU RUMDUM, alcoholic (someone suffering from alcoholism) [n] 

RUMINAL AILMNRU RUMEN, part of stomach of ruminant [adj] 

RUMMAGE AEGMMRU to search thoroughly through [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RUMMERS EMMRRSU RUMMER, large drinking glass [n] 

RUMMEST EMMRSTU RUM, odd (unusual (something that is usual (ordinary))) [adj] 

RUMMIER EIMMRRU RUMMY, odd (unusual (something that is usual (ordinary))) [adj] 

RUMMIES EIMMRSU RUMMY, card game [n] 

RUMNESS EMNRSSU quality or state of being odd or peculiar [n -ES] 

RUMORED DEMORRU RUMOR, to spread by hearsay [v] 

RUMOURS MORRSUU RUMOUR, to rumor (to spread by hearsay) [v] 

RUMPLED DELMPRU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUMPLES ELMPRSU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUMPOTS MOPRSTU RUMPOT, alcoholic (someone suffering from alcoholism) [n] 

RUNAWAY AANRUWY one that runs away [n -S] 

RUNBACK ABCKNRU type of run in football [n -S] 

RUNDLES DELNRSU RUNDLE, rung (crosspiece forming step of ladder) [n] 

RUNDLET DELNRTU small barrel [n -S] 

RUNDOWN DNNORUW summary (short restatement) [n -S] 

RUNKLED DEKLNRU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUNKLES EKLNRSU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUNLESS ELNRSSU scoring no runs in baseball [adj] 

RUNLETS ELNRSTU RUNLET, small stream [n] 

RUNNELS ELNNRSU RUNNEL, small stream [n] 

RUNNERS ENNRRSU RUNNER, one that runs (to move by rapid steps) [n] 

RUNNIER EINNRRU RUNNY, tending to drip [adj] 

RUNNING GINNNRU race [n -S] / RUN, to move by rapid steps [v] 

RUNOFFS FFNORSU RUNOFF, rainfall that is not absorbed by soil [n] 

RUNOUTS NORSTUU RUNOUT, end of film strip [n] 

RUNOVER ENORRUV matter for publication that exceeds allotted space [n -S] 

RUNTIER EINRRTU RUNTY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

RUNTISH HINRSTU RUNT, small person or animal [adj] 

RUNWAYS ANRSUWY RUNWAY, landing and takeoff strip for aircraft [n] 

RUPIAHS AHIPRSU RUPIAH, monetary unit of Indonesia [n] 

RUPTURE EPRRTUU to burst (to break open suddenly or violently) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RURALLY ALLRRUY in rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) manner [adv] 

RUSHEES EEHRSSU RUSHEE, college student seeking admission to fraternity or sorority [n] 

RUSHERS EHRRSSU RUSHER, one that rushes (to move swiftly) [n] 

RUSHIER EHIRRSU RUSHY, abounding in rushes [adj] 

RUSHING GHINRSU RUSH, to move swiftly [v] / yardage gained in football by running plays [n -S] 

RUSSETS ERSSSTU RUSSET, to make or become reddish or yellowish brown in color [v] 

RUSSETY ERSSTUY of reddish or yellowish brown color [adj] 

RUSSIFY FIRSSUY to make Russian [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

RUSSULA ALRSSUU woodland fungus [n -S] 

RUSTICS CIRSSTU RUSTIC, one who lives in country [n] 
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RUSTIER EIRRSTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

RUSTILY ILRSTUY in rusty (covered with rust) manner [adv] 

RUSTING GINRSTU RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [v] 

RUSTLED DELRSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

RUSTLER ELRRSTU one that rustles (to make succession of slight, soft sounds) [n -S] 

RUSTLES ELRSSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

RUTHER   DT- RUTHER, HURTER, RUTHER, ruth [adj] 

RUTHFUL FHLRTUU full of compassion [adj] 

RUTILES EILRSTU RUTILE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

RUTTIER EIRRTTU RUTTY, marked by ruts [adj] 

RUTTILY ILRTTUY in rutty (marked by ruts) manner [adv] 

RUTTING GINRTTU RUT, to make ruts (grooves) in [v] 

RUTTISH HIRSTTU lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RYOKANS AKNORSY RYOKAN, Japanese inn [n] 
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